In the past year she directed IC production of grams at Ithaca College. She is currently directing the year as an assistant professor and Head of Voice &ber Fitzmaurice Voicework two-day intensive with KRISTA SCOTT.

Each of the three conference presenters offered workshops that went “beyond” spoken text. Richard Armstrong’s work explored the height and depth of embodied voice (plus a unique use of oranges). Wendy DeLeo LeBorgne brought her work as a voice pathologist and musical theater performer to a presentation of the crossover between singing-voice training and actor-voice training. In Marva Lowry’s workshops, participants explored the physical and vocal impulses that can lead to ritual lamentation – grief, protest, exhortation.

Optional sessions included a “Burning Issues” breakout discussion session, a Research and Publication panel that offered mentoring and feedback for articles for The Voice and Speech Review, and a participatory taste of Ubuntu singing with Marth Munro and Judylee Vivier. Other highlights? VASTA’s latest serialized monograph “Film, Broadcast & e-Media Coaching” was unveiled. Conference attendees contributed $350 to the Clyde Vinson Memorial Scholarship fund in the annual IDEA dialect CD raffle (thank you Paul Meier). We saw a preview of a new video featuring Cicely Berry. And two important announcements: the 2004 conference will piggyback the Voice Foundation’s June conference in Philadelphia, and in 2005 we will be hitting the Royal Scottish Academy in Glasgow.

Many thanks to Director of Conferences Judylee Vivier and her Assistant Directors Mark Enright, Carol Greski, and our host, Barbara Conover. 78th St Theatre Lab in NYC in the spring.
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Over 100 participants slogged through rain and thunderstorms to attend the 2003 VASTA conference, “Voice and Ritual: Beyond the Spoken Word,” at Manhattan Marymount College. In addition to the workshop sessions, the big city setting and scheduled time off allowed for theatre-going, visiting Central Park, and people-watching (there was one confirmed sighting of Kofi Annan buying running shoes on 3rd Avenue).
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